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Download Guests can't request updates! Bridge Constructor is a time-tested puzzle game on Android for fans of design and mechanism creation. In this game, the user needs to take seriously the construction of road bridges for different types of vehicles. The passage begins with a short briefing, which explains the basics of the gameplay
and gives the first hints on the optimization process. Further, each level is allocated a budget and certain types of building materials, focusing on who should make the bridge. In each level, Bridge Constructor discovers new types of materials and fixtures, and the gameplay becomes more complex. Once completed, a special durability test
is required. To do this, in the bottom right corner provided the arrow, clicking on which opens a list of available transport for travel. If the design looks more than solid, it is worth trying to use trucks, otherwise it is better to use cars, but then bonus points will not be credited. The graphics in the game are quite simple, but its more than
enough for a complete immersion in the construction business. The interface is simple and simple, besides in the game virtual assistant will show you where to look for a particular item. To build bridges in different parts of the world, this game locations are very diverse, and look quite realistic. Special praise deserves full Russian
localization, which makes the game more enjoyable. Bridge Constructor is not the best puzzle game for smartphones and tablets, but fans of really high-quality puzzles should take a close look at this fun quest. ClockStone STUDIO Android 4.1 - Version: 6.1 $0 Bridge Constructor (MOD, Unlocked) - a very interesting game in which you
will build different bridges that will vary in height and length. Become the best and biggest bridge builder. In this game you will use 4 building materials. The game has very beautiful graphics, and as close as possible to the reality of physics. The better the quality and you will do your job, the more bonuses you will get. Updated to 6.1!
Andro-Mod Games Simulation Bridge Designer (MOD, Unlocked) Build a bridge with different materials, put it to the test using cars and trucks, and unlock the next level of brain tease! In Bridge Constructor, you prove yourself as an experienced bridge builder master! Test your building skills and build bridges across deep valleys, canals
and rivers. The stress simulator shows whether the bridge you are building can hold the weight of cars and trucks, or if construction will crash. As chief designer you can choose between a range of materials for each individual bridge such as wood, steel, cables, or concrete pillars, but you also have to stay within budget to build the perfect
bridge. Choice materials offers numerous solutions and you can build every one of them in a number of ways - your budget is the only limitation. Let your imagination and creativity work for free in this fun sim design! And if you happen to run into a dead end, you can pick up valuable tips from a brand new help system! Now available: A fun
and challenging bridge builder puzzle game. Build a bridge with different materials, put it to the test with cars and trucks, and unlock the next level of brain tease! In Bridge Constructor, you prove yourself as an experienced bridge builder master! Test your building skills and build bridges across deep valleys, canals and rivers. The stress
simulator shows whether the bridge you are building can hold the weight of cars and trucks, or if construction will crash. As chief designer you can choose between a range of materials for each individual bridge such as wood, steel, cables, or concrete pillars, but you also have to stay within budget to build the perfect bridge. Choosing
different materials offers many solutions and you can build each bridge differently - your budget is the only limitation. Let your imagination and creativity work for free in this fun sim design! And if you happen to run into a dead end, you can pick up valuable tips from a brand new help system! Now Available: Trains! Purchase DLC Trains
and get the island group Choonited Kingdom, a total of 18 new levels on the three islands. Build massive bridges that can withstand the huge weight of two new vehicles on offer - a commuter train and a heavily loaded freight train. The idyllic and beautifully designed scenery will make the heart of every railroad fanatic miss the beat. Also
available for purchase: SlopeMania! In the SlopeMania add-on, you'll find yourself on the Tiltin Islands, where there are three brand new islands where you'll even build bridges inside colorful grottoes! 24 challenging, never-before-seen levels will have you using sloping bands to overcome massive height differences. Crazy Levels are real
brains and require out-of-the-box thinking and unusual solutions. FEATURES: 40 levels of building a brain tickling bridge - Free assembly mode and help system - 5 Settings: City, Canyon, beach, mountains, hills - 4 different building materials: wood, steel, cables, concrete pillars - Color load indicator for various building materials - Three
different levels of bearing load: car, truck and tank truck - No ads Extra information requires Android4.0.3 and up developerClockStone STUDIO Bridge Bridge can be described as the best of these themes in a series of games , the game is very good gameplay - APKAward.com Bridge Constructor apk is a fun physics game that requires
players to build railroad beam bridges with workload to allow cars to safely pass through the valley. The game's interface is refined, refined, You need your intelligence to complete each level, which is a very challenging task. There are more than 30 levels, five environmental conditions: city, canyon, beach, mountains, hills. 4 different
building materials: wood, steel, cable, concrete pillars. Two different levels of load: cars and trucks. FOLLOW U.S. Bridge Designer - For a long time, architecture has been known to be a historical art story. Architecture is used to create the most beautiful buildings, resorts, recreation areas and bridges. These bridges not only bring unique
landscapes, but also contribute to the unification of isolated areas, the unification of regions or the rapprochement of people. Do you want to be an architect who builds bridges in the future? Bridge Constructor will help you make this dream come true. This great work helped you to be creative, can easily make money, and then hesitated
not to participate in this game correctly. Use materials, physical knowledge to build bridges you will become a talented architect responsible for the design and construction of bridges. It sounds simple, but you have to build the strongest bridges in harsh terrain such as hills, cliffs, valleys, or over rivers. With materials such as wood,
concrete, cables, steel, etc. you must carefully calculate the use of the least material, but still ensure the stability of the means of a safe transport road. Test the strength of different means At each stage you only have a limited supply of raw materials, so you need to look at the terrain and start giving the best ideas to do. In this game,
creativity contributes to your victory. Moreover, through more than 40 levels the terrain will constantly change, and the complexity will be pushed higher, will you be able to overcome it? From the beginning of the game the system will give you specific instructions to understand how to build a bridge. The first step is to create a concrete
sidewalk or wood. Next, you need to build a suspension cable system to support the bridge, or strong pillars to make the bridge more durable. If trucks can safely cross the bridge, you win. Conclusion Bridge Constructor is a fascinating puzzle game from the publisher of ClockStone STUDIO. Take part in this game and build sustainable
bridges over the years to connect all parts of the country. The game is about 25MB and requires Android 2.5 or higher; You can spend $2 and own this game right now. Overcome all the problems and become the best architect of mod Info License check removed; All paid add-ons and tips have been purchased; All seasonal worlds
(winter, Easter and Halloween) are always available; After the game starts, click on the round button in the top left version to open the mod menu, where you can open all regions and levels, as well as make the coins and budget endless. Now you're ready to download Bridge Free. Here are some notes: Please check check out Guide. To
test the Processor and GPU Android device, please use the CPU app - a new update with the help feature, an improved grid system and a new degree of sophistication: an exploding tank truck! In the SlopeMania add-on, you'll find yourself on the Tiltin Islands, where there are three brand new islands where you'll even build bridges inside
colorful grottoes! 24 challenging, never-before-seen levels will have you using sloping bands to overcome massive height differences. Crazy Levels are real brains and require out-of-the-box thinking and unusual solutions. SlopeMania is now available as a low price in the Buy app! Build a bridge with different materials, put it to the test
with cars and trucks, and unlock the next level of brain tease! Explore the beautiful island nation of Kamatuga and build bridges across deep valleys, canals or rivers. Stress tests show whether the bridges you build can withstand the daily stress of the constant use of cars and trucks and, more recently, ultra-heavy tank trucks. You can
choose between a range of materials for each individual bridge, such as wood, steel, cables or concrete pillars. Use the appropriate materials and stay within budget to build the perfect bridge. Thanks to the selection of materials, you can build each bridge in any number of ways - your budget is the only limit. Set your imagination and
creativity for free in this fun physics puzzle and simulation game! FEATURES: 40 levels of bridge construction with tickling brain Free assembly mode and assistance system No. 5 Settings: city, canyon, beach, mountains, Hills - Improved mesh system - 4 different building materials: wood, steel, cables, concrete pillars - Color load
indicator for various building materials - Three different levels of bearing load: road, freight and tank trucks - High score per level (loading screenshots and bridge scores) - No ads in the full version of THE FEATURES SlopeMania Add-On Option for the construction of sloping roads : Native HD tablet graphics support finger control and
GUI optimized for large displays stylus support Samsung Pen tablet Access to the state network allows you to access information on networks. The Internet allows you to access the Internet. com.android.vending.BILLING App Customer Resolution. com.android.vending.CHECK_LICENSE app customer's permission. Resolution. bridge
constructor portal apk download free full version. bridge constructor playground apk full version free download
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